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Family

Participants for this study were 56 four-year-old children and
their
be

parents.

All children were enrolled or on a waiting list to

enrolled in a preschool program in the cache Valley area.

parent

A

questionnaire an::l. environmental assessment were utilized to

detennine whether

a) the physical environment, b) behaviors of

parents, an::l. c) birth order of children is related to development of
print awareness as measured by a print awareness test.
A variety of statistical analyses was used to explore
relationships =03" the above variables.

Major fimings suggest that

the behaviors that reflect parents' attitudes regarding literacy are
most il11portant in the development of their children's print
awareness. Fathers' use of the library

an::l. mothers' education are

significantly related to their children's perfonnance. on the Print
Awarene...ss Test.

'Ihe arrount of time that c.hildren

spP...nd

watching

videos is also significantly correlated to their Print Awareness Test

vii
s=res.

Significant differences were fourrl in what

fathers do to prepare their children for read:in::J,

mothers and

with mothers

taking a more active role in read:in::J to the children and teaching
them literacy skills .
Other notable find:in::Js suggest that the reading pleasure of
each

parent is irrportant to their children's enj oyment in being read

to and to creat:in::J positive feel:in::Js about read:in::J.

Parents tend to

predict that their children will learn to read at about the same ages
as they themselves learned to read.

(87 pages)

0fAPI'ER I
INI'ROCUCI'ION AND STATEMENI' OF 'IHE PROBilM

Recently, researchers have becorre aware of how much yoW1g
children lmow about written language (lDrnax
1986; Hiebert, 1981).

&

Mo3ee, 1987; Ferreiro,

In an effort to understand the development of

literacy, researchers have f=used their attention on the preschool
years, when the foundations for literacy are being laid.

Literacy

development is an appropriate way to describe what has previously
been referred to as reading readiness, beginning reading, beginning

writing, or language learning (Teal & SUlzby, 1986).

The tenn "print

a,vareness" will be referred to in this research as a child I s explicit
understanding of the COITm1UI1icative function of written language.
"Literacy development" will be used to en=rpass all language
development, written, oral, and visual.
The broad purpose of this research was to examine the
foundations of

print a\vareness in 4-year-old children.

The

specific research problem addressed in the current study is that of
more fully exploring the role that the home environment plays in the
development of print a\vareness.

The research questions focused on

the relationships between developing print a\vareness and the
follCMing three variables:

physical environment, behaviors of

parents reflecting their attitudes regarding literacy, and ordinal
position of a child within a family.
It was hypothesized that the physical environment of the home
would be

related to a child's development of literacy.

I

Specifically, an environment that is rich in literacy materials was
hypothesized to have a positive effect upon a child's development of
print awareness.

It was also predicted that the behaviors of parents

that reflecting their attitudes regarding literacy would be
correlated with the child's development of literacy.

Moreover, it

was posited that the parents' interest in literacy would have a

positive effect upon a child's development of print awareness.
Finally, the ordinal position of a child within a family was
hypothesized to be related to the development of print awareness.
Specifically, it was predicted that the status of a firstborn child
would have a positive effect upon a child's development of print
awareness.

CHAPl'ER I I
REVIEW OF 1HE LITERA'IURE

Print Awareness
Print awareness, the knowledge of "why people read and what
they do when they read" is the foun:'!ation of literacy (Kontos, 1986,
p. 58).

'!his basic knowledge is essential as a first step in being

able to interact with print in our environment.

As soon as young

children become aware of the fact that print is maant to be read and
is a vehicle of maaning, they have the foun:'!ation necessary for the
understanding and use of print.
'The development of print awareness begins very early.

Many

times this development is overlooked as print is interwoven into much
of our daily lives.

Ma=ia B3ghban (1984), the author of a case

study of her daughter, Giti's, learning approaches to oral and
written language, first observed and recorded an interest in print in
Giti at 18 months.

Giti begin to notice grocery lists and messages

written by the phone and wanted to prcduce her own lists and
IrP-ssages .

By 20 months, Giti began to distinguish print, as she

consistently identified the yellav M for McDonald's whether it stood
alone or with other letters.
'This early development of print awareness continues and greatly
increases throughout the preschool and early elementary-school years
(Huba, Robinson, & Kontos, 1989).

noted, in

their

research

Huba and her colleagues (1989)

on prereaders'

understanding

of

the

purposes of

print, that

the knowledge children have of print

increases significantly from the beginning to the end of the
preschool period.

Moreover, this knowledge continues to increase

through the secord grade, as children add to and JOCXlify concepts

about print.

Huba and Kontos (1985) fourrl that a developmental

progression in perfonnance was indicated in the results of the Print
Awareness Test (PAT) administered to children from 3 through 5 years
of age and a group of secord graders.

The ways in which children

responded to questions on the Print Awareness Test as well as the
number of co=ect respcnses changed in relationship to the ages of
the children (Huba et al. 1989).
Awareness

of print has been fourrl to be well established in

4-year-olds (Hiebert, 1981; Huba & Kontos, 1985).

Hiebert (1981), in

a study that examined patterns and interrelationships in the
development of print awareness over the preschool years, fourrl the
perfonnance of 4-year-olds indicates a knowledge of the processes
involved in using print and knowledge about the purposes of print.
'Ihrough her research,

Hiebert has suggested that rrany preschoolers

may know rrore about print than earlier research has revealed .

In the

Hiebert studY, 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children were shown four books.
Each book was

different: one contained just pictures, another

pictures and print, another book contained just print, and the last
book was blank.

All of the children recognized that the book with

just print could be read.

By using rrore con=ete contextualized

situations whereby children could §!:Lc¥ rather than .t§!ll what they
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knew, Hiebert was able to gather additional evidence regarding

preschool children's knowledge about reading processes. Hiebert found
that YOllJ"g children learn about print from "environmental experiences
which provide infonnation about print in a meaningful context" (p.
256).

'Ihere appears, in Hiebert's results, to be no general or

specific sequence to gathering infonnation about print, even though
the acquisition of skills and concepts appears to develop in an
integrated fashion.

Hiebert's study also suggested that many

individual differences are present as demonstrated by the variation
among same-age children.
HUba and Kontos (1985), during the course of the development of

the Print Awareness Test, found that 4-year-olds have a basic
knowledge of the function of print.

From analyzing the results of

the PAT, these authors were able to show that 4-year-olds do
understarrl why print is used and how it is used.

Another group of

4- year-olds were aClIni;,istered the PAT in the research of Huba,
Robinson, and Eltinge (1989), and the same results occurred:
4-year-olds once again demonstrated understanding of the
camrnunicative function of print.
'Ihe knowledge that children develop through becoming aware o f
print provides guidelines for experimenting with words and letters
(Mason, 1980).

In her research with 4-year-old children,

Mason

conducted an assessment of young children's letter- and word-reading
competencies in an attempt to discover when children begin to read .
'Ihe results suggest a "natural hierarchy of knowledge developmP..J1t in
learning to read words" (p. 203).

B3.sed on her research, Mason
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posited that the development of literacy is a pr=ess of continuing
modification of cxlTlcepts, as children try out their hypotheses and
accept or revise their ideas about words and letters and their
relationships.
Print Awareness and the Environment
Young children have n\.llrerOUS opportunities to learn about
print.

OUr environment is filled with the settings, signs, and

implements of a print-oriented society (Goodman

& Goodman,

1979).

Print is part of storefronts, traffic signs, billboards, television
commercials, ard containers of various kirrls.

Children's television

programs such as "SesaJOO street," "The Electric Corrpany," and
"Reading Ra:inbcM" present print and related information.

l>.dults and

older siblings read to young children, write for them, and play games
with them that use print-related materials.

'Ibys, such as magnetic

lx>ards with plastic letters, chalkboards, and records or tapes with

follow-along books, provide additional opportunities for gaining
knowledge about print.
Young children in a literate s=iety such as ours grow up with
literacy as an integral part of their personal, familial, and s=ial
life (Schickedanz, 1982; Mason & Allen, 1986).

But the basic early

learning about print that takes place during the preschool years is
often overlooked.

Schickedanz (1982) indicated that some of the

basic knowledge acquired is about distinguishing print from pictures,
book handling, specific print sequences, directionality, some letter
names and key features, and the basic function of books, letters, and
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newspapers.

Mason arxl Allen (1986) viewoo this early learning about

print as = i n g through the self-directed efforts of the child.
Goodman and Goodman (1979) believoo that children learn about

literacy in the same natural way that they learn to speak arxl listen
arxl for the

same reason.

To understarxl arxl be understood is a basic

natural need, and the dis=very that written language can be a
vehicle for communication is motivatOO by this nee:i.

TIrrough

interactions with their environment, children often invent their own
literacies, arxl their inventions oft.en parallel the invent.ions of
society.
Preschoolers dis=ver hCM print is organizoo arxl usoo through a
"self-learning process" out of the need to communicate and interact
with others (Goodman, 1980).

TIrrough her research, Goodman has found

that literacy is a natural process that develops in response to the
creative, active participation of the individual trying to rrake sense
out of the ...-arld.

Goodman found that young children began to

read

print ernbeddoo in envirornnental settings arxl even in =nnected
discourse before they became aware of the relationships of the
label s, letter arxl word, to reading arxl v.'riting.

It is early

experiences with print, Goodman believoo, that. begin to lay the
groundwork for the young child I S attitudes tCMard arxl understanding
of reading.
Young children experience literacy primarily as a social
process during their preschool years (Teal, 1986).

Taylor (1986), in

exploring hCM literacy is woven into the daily life of the family ,
found that experiences with literacy are a natural part of family
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life.

'Ihe home arrl family play significant roles in a young child's

orientation to literacy since it
during these early years.

is a prilnary s=ializing influence

Teal's (1986) research, addressing the

relations between home backgrourd arrl preschool children's literacy
develc:prent, foun::i that young children's introduction to literacy is
the product of adult-child arrl sib1ing-child interactions that
rrost often within

==

the family setting.

Trelease's (1985) book about the inportance of reading to young
children expres...o;es the same reasons for reading aloud to young
children as for talking to them: "to reassure, to entertain, to
inform or explain, to arouse curiosity, arrl to inspire"

(p.1).

Being read to creates or strengthens positive attitudes about reading
and writing, awakens imagination, and ilrproves language skills .

Trelease believed that too often adults begin teaching children
haw to read before they have =m.micated to them the desire to read.
Young children imitate much of what they observe in others. Reading

to young children brings pleasure and enjoyment to children and the
adults.

'Ihrough this shared experience, the :iJrportance of reading

is =mrl1lll1icated to children.
SUlzby (1985) =nducted a developmental study of children's
emergent reading of favorite storybooks.

'Ihrough her research,

SUlzby found that the development of print awareness is enhanced
through interaction with favorite storybooks.

She suggested that

children sort out oral and written language relationships in
activities such as storybook reading.

SUlzby discovered that what

children learn through storybook reading can be detected by asking
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the child to read a favorite book.

She found characteristics of

written language in children's storybook reading speech that include

"wording that is more appropriate for written rather than oral
discourse ani intonation patterns that
conversing or

sounj

like reading rather than

storytelling" (p. 479).

In investigating the reading of stories to preliterate

children, Mason (1986) found that reading ani talking about a story
establishes connections between oral ani written language structures.
She believes that reading am talking about a story is

an essential

key because interpretations, clarifications, explanations,

am

relationships to the child's background ani experience are drawn
naturally by the

reader.

Storybook reading also acquaints children

with infonration about written language forms

am

structures

presents strategies for reading by establishing print
relationships.

am

am

speech

Mason suggests that "if children have been read to

frequently at home, they are comfortable with decontextualized
language in general ani

the particular language of the story before

them".
Wells' (1982) research on story reading

am

the

symbolic skills irrlicates that stories read aloud to

development of

am

parent

conversations with 3-year-olds are significantly associated with oral
language ability ani knowledge of literacy of 5-year-olds
comprehension 7-year-olds.
spontaneous conversations

am

reading

From analyses of recordings of

am

stories read aloud in 3-year-olds'

homes, Wells constructed an oral-language profile of the 32 children
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in the study.

Wells found that this profile predicted the

children's scores on oral CClTprehension tests administered on entry

to school at age 5 and reading CClTprehension at age 7.

Wells

concluded that the preschool years are :il!Iportant to reading
achievement and that being read to is one of the :il!Iportant links.
Parental Attitudes and Behaviors Concerning Literacy

Moon and Wells (1979), in their study of the influences of the
home on learning to read, fourrl parental attitudes reganiing literacy
and the quality of parents' interactions with their preschool

children to be :il!Iportant prerequisites of literacy.

'lllese

investigations followed a group of 32 children frcnn 18 months to 10
years of age .

[Eta

were collected through parent-child

corwersations, parent interviews, child interviews, and evaluations
by teachers and researchers.

'Ihese investigators found that parent

interest in literacy, parent quality of feedback, and significant
richness of interaction with preschool children influence later
reading ability.
Mason (1986) found, in examining home characteristics, tl1Clt
corwersations in the home, reading naterials , and cultural activities
contribute dir ectly to the literacy foundation of young children .
Based on a 2-year study of 100 children who were tested at the
beginning and errl of the kindergarten and first grade, Mason

suggested that a child's ability to react to written language
features is based upon early experiences in the home.

[Eta suggest

that parents support for literacy and their children's early
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involvement in it, have an effect upon the ability of the children to
learn to recognize arrl spell words in kin:J.ergarten.

'Ihe

degree of

parents' support of literacy arrl the children's early involvement
also influence perfornance in word readin;J in first grade.

Mason

=ncluded that all reading activities, nost of which occur in the
horne, =ntribute to children's lmowledge of print arrl their
developnent of literacy.
Ordinal Position within the Family
Ordinal position within the family may influence with whom one
interacts arrl thus play a differentiating role in development
(Baskett, 1984).

All types of development, including that of

literacy, may be influenced by a child's birth order within the
family.
regard

While no studies to date have examined ordinal position with

to print awareness, patterns of interaction within families

arrl the roles differe11t family members play in the s=ial pr=ess of

literacy development may have a

varying effect upon the very young

child.
Abramovitch, Corter, arrl Lando (1979) noted a strong tendency
for siblings to play together.

Even when other options are available

within the home, siblings prefer to play together for l ong periods of
time.

Younger siblings seek arrl receive "help" from older siblings

arrl imitate them

playing together.

'Ihe family members who most

often respond to young children's requests for information, read to
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them,

am

influence

~ge

in literacy activities with the children may

the knowledge

am type

of skills acquired.

Perllaps no other aspect of learning is emphasized Jrore in our
culture than learning to read

am

write.

'This campelling issue has

become Jrore inportant as society has increasingly demanded higher

levels of literacy achievement (Mason, 1986).

am

As a result, parents

teach.ers have given top priority to literacy (Kontos, 1986).

A

question often raised is, "What will benefit preschool children most
in building a fourdation for literacy?"
The IOClSt inportant question underlying research on preschool
literacy acquisition is whether or not preschoolers I awareness of
print is related to later success in reading instruction.

It seems

logical that children who understaOO the =municative purposes of
print are more likely than others to make sense of the details about
reading instruction, but until recently, research has not
conclusively supported this hypothesis.
A notable study by Huba and her colleagues (1988)

indicated a

relationship between preschool literacy concepts and subsequent
reading achievement.

Preliminary evidence concerning the

relationship between understaOOing the purposes of print and reading
achievement was provided in a recent study by Huba and Kontos (1985).
In

their study, poor readers in the second grade performed

significantly worse on the PAT than nomal second-grade readers.
poor readers did have some understaOOing of the purposes of print

The
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but had not reached the ceilin:)' level that most nonna! second-grade
readers had achieved.
A longitudinal study

of children who were part of the 1985

investigation was corrlucted by Huba and her colleagues (1989) .

The

subjects were given Form 7 of the Iowa Tests of Basic skills (ITBS) ,
which is related to readin:)' CClITprehension (Hieronymus, Lindquist &
Hoover, 1978).

The subjects' s=res on the ITBS were crnpared with

their s=res on the PAT.

A direct significant relationship between

the preschool s=res on the PAT and the s=res on the ITBS was fou.'1Cl
(Huba et al., 1989).

The results suggest that preschoolers'

wxierstandin:)' of the purposes of print seems to be a

reasonably good

indication of their later readin:)' achievement.
The results of this research stress the necessity of
investigatin:)' the developrrent of print awareness durin:)' the preschool

years.

A firm theoretical framework is vital designin:)' beginning

instruction that will build upon young children's existin:)'

~1owledge

and their naturalistic learnin:)' strategies (Hiebert, 1981).

It has been suggested by Goodman (1980) that learnin:)' to read
and write is as natural as learnin:)' to talk if the right kind of

environment is present.

This is supported by the

fact that

children have acquired considerable knowledge about print prior to
enterin:)' school

(Hiebert, 1981).

same manner in which

Children learn about print in the

they learn about other aspects of their world.

They form, modify, and continually test their theories about print
and wri.tt..en language (Mason, 1980).

influenced by "the quality

'Th.is continuou.s process is

of incidences upon which one can draw"

14
(Taylor, Bhnn & lDgsdon, 1986, p. 7).

Thus, the development of these

concepts would seem to be influenced by quality of environment.
Several of the researchers cited in this review have explored

relationships between the environment arrl print awareness.
(1985),

Sulzby

Mason (1986), arrl Wells (1982) have found relationships

arrong the

presence of books, reading to preschool children, and the

developrrent of

print awareness.

other researchers have noted

relationships between parents' behaviors and print awareness.
(1986), Taylor (1986), and Mason

Teal

(1986) suggested a relationship

between the social interactions of the

parents and the development

of print awareness of preschool dlildren.

Moreover, Moon and Wells

(1979) found a relationship between parents' attitudes toward
litR..racy and the reading ability of their children.

other

researchers have explored the possibility that ordinal position does
IT'ake a difference in a child's development.

Baskett (1984) and

Abrarrovitch et al. (1979) explored the ordinal positions of children
within families with regard to differentiating development.
Although relationships have been found in the aforementioned
research, to date no research on print awareness has taken into
consideration a combination of home environmental variables,
behaviors of parents, and ordinal positions of the children.
Therefore, this study focuses on the relationships between developing
print awareness and the physical environment, behaviors of parents
that reflect their attitudes regarding literacy, and the ordinal
positions of tlle children within tlle families.

It was hypothesized

that the physical environrne.'1t of the home would be related to the

,
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children's developnent of print awareness. It was also predicted that
the behaviors of the parents that reflect their attitudes regarding

literacy walid be correlated with the literacy developnent of
children.

Finally, it was hypothesized that the ordinal position of

a child within a family would be related to the
awareness.

development of print
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0lAPI'ER III
ME.'IHODS

SUbjects
SUbjects for this study included fifty-six 4-year-old children
ani their parents.

(X

= 53,

SD

=

The children ranged from 47 to 58 months of age

2.979).

The

12

firstborn girls ani 14 firstborn

boys ani 16 laterborn girls ani 14 laterborn boys were found through
the help of the Utah state University Child Developn<>..nt laboratory,
the Utah state University Children's House, the Melody lane
Pre-School, the Montessori Valley School, ani the Joy School.

The

children were enrolled in preschool programs or were on waiting lists
to be enrolled .

All participants spoke English as a first language.

Activities in the

programs in which the

children were

enrolled included the nonnal range of preschool activities such as
pail1tirq ani

other art activities; self-selected activities with

puzzles, bl=lcs, dress-up clothes; ani outside activities.

Some

activities involved the identification of children's names, letters ,
numbers, ani s.'1apes, but none of the programs included any fornal
instructional curricula for teaching reading or writing.
The participating children were members of maritally intact,
middle- ani upper-middle-class families, most scoring in the middleani upper-middle-class range on the Four Factor Hollingshead Index of

Social

status (Hollingshead, 1975) with a minimum SES score of 20

ani a maximum

of 66 (X

=

49.893, SD

=

11.135) .

An SES score is

derived for each parent based upon education, occupation, sex, and
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marital status.

Of the 56

=thers in this sample, 30 (53.6%) were

not employed outside of the home.

Participants are listed by SES

category in Table 1 .

Table 1
SES

strata

Scores . arrl Percentages for Participatin:J Parents

SES strata

Score

Machine Operators, semiskilled workers

Percent

20

2

Skilled Craftsman, Clerical, Sales Workers

31-36

Medium &1siness, Minor Professional, Technical

40-53

49

Major &1siness a'1Cl Professional

56-66

37

14

With the exception of three children, all of the children in
this study had older and/or younger siblings in their families (X
2.196, SO = 1.939).

=

Ten siblings were reported in one family. A wide

age range was evident a=ng the participating parents, with mothers
ranging fram 24 to 45 years of age (X

=

fathers ranging fram 26 to 47 years (X

32.563, SO

= 34.393,

=

SO

5.124) and

= 4.901) .

Design
A field design was used in this research.

There was no attempt

to manipulate variables because this study was concerned with the
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naturalistic ways children learn about print.

A =rrelational design

was applied to the variables so that the interrelationships among
It was expected the results would

variables could be examined.

show a positive relationship between the development of print
awareness ard physical envirornrents in which there exists an
aburrlance of literacy naterials, behaviors of parents that indicate

positive attitudes toward literacy, and firstborn children .
Instruments
'Ihree instruments were errployed for data =llection in this

investig-dtion.
is an

The Print Awareness Test (PAT) (Huba

&

Kontos, 1985 )

individually administered 15-item test (see Appendix A).

The

first 5 items is a series of problems with pictures of possible
solutions.

Five points are possible in the first section, with 1

point given for

each =rrect response to a problem.

has three possible solutions.

Each problem

In one solution the pic.ture presented,

in which the problem is solved efficiently by the use of print,
represents the =rrect answer.

In another solution the picture

presented, in which print plays no part represents a less efficient
solution.

The third picture is of an irrel evant activity.

item follows:

"Tom's mom wants to shop at

Miller ' s Department

store. How can she find out which store i s Miller's?"
solutions include pictures depicting the following:
hamburger ard eat it,
in

Possible
"a) buy a

b) look at the sign outside each store,

every store ard ask someone" (Huba & Kontos, 1985).

not given

A sample

for the less efficient or the

irrele\RL~t

c) go

Points are

solution.
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'!he se=oo 5 iterrs of the test are questions about situations in
which print is used.

Five points are also possible, with 1 point

given for each correct response.

One- or two-word phrases are

required of the child in answering these iterrs.
''Mam is baking a cake .

the

bc::M1.

correct

A sarrple item is:

She needs to know how much water to put in

How does she fim out how much water she needs?"

responses are possible.

print-related tenn such as
measuring cup (Huba

&

Several

A correct response must contain a

a) recipe,

Kontos, 1985).

b) on box, or

c) marks on

Points are not given for

responses that do not contain a print-related term.
'!he last 5 iterrs concern of a choice between two large index
cards,

one on which a pictu..--e is presented

sentence is

written.

of these is a story

am

the other on which a

'!he child is asked , for example:
about a teddy bear?"

"Which one

(Huba & Kontos, 1985).

The child is shown a picture

of a teddy bear and a written sentence

about a teddy bear to choose

between.

Five points are also possible

for this last section, with 1 point given for each correct choice.
'!he 5 points possible for each

subsection are added to make a total

of 15 points possible on the PAT.
Reliability of the PAT has been determined in several ways.
'!he PAT was extensively piloted by Huba

am

Kontos with 137 preschcol

children fram 3 to 5 years of age in Ames, Iowa; Greeley, Colorado;

am

Littleton,

Colorado.

Greeley, C'.olorado

am
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Forty-one secooo-grade children in
secooo-grade childrf'..l1 in Albany, New York,
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were also administered the PAT.

'!he PAT has yielderl scores with an

internal =nsistency reliability across

age groups of .85 (Huba

&

Kontos, 1985). '!his measure has also yielderl a test/retest
reliability of .91 (Huba & Robinson, 1985).
Validity was assessed by Huba and Kontos (1985) in three ways:
a) by obtaining evidence of developnental progression of scores
age, b) by

with

obtaining information that the PAT could differentiate

between children kn<:M1 to differ in acquisition of reading skills,
and c) by

obtaining =rrelations with test scores and other

prereading

JreaSUreS.

In

the early piloting stages, Huba and Kontos

found significant age differences in scores, discrimination between
groups of children whose

success with reading varies, and

=rrelation with other prereadin:; mea..<rures

in assessing validity

(Huba & Kontos, 1985).

In this study, the PAT was pilote:i with a sample of twenty
4-year-old

children.

'!he PAT was administered to a child and rated

independently and simultaneously by researchers to test for
interrater reliability.
reliability

'!his procedure was repeaterl until interrater

of 100% was achieved.

'!he Parental Orientation Tc:Mards Literacy Profile (rorLP)
(Glover & Lindauer, 1988b) is a 30-item questionnaire, that mothers
and fathers

were asked to =rplete independently (see Appendix B) .

'!he first 12 items assess adult literacy interests through such
criteria as number of b=ks read and frequency of reading newspapers
and magazines.

A Likert scale ranging from 1 toO 5 (1 representing a
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little pleasure and ;1 a lot of pleasure) is included to assess adult
reading pleasure.
'!he second section of the questionnaire =nsists of 18 questions
that assess literacy interactions between parents and children.
Q..Iestions

involvirq the arrount of time that a parent spends reading

to the child or participatirq with the child in literacy-related
activities are included

in this section.

Parents are also queried

about the arrount of time the child spends watching TV and the child I S
favorite TV program in this

section.

Likert scales assess the

pleasure that the child receives from being read to and the pleasure
that the parent hopes the child will receive once he has learned t o
read.
Data on the rorLP were given numerical values by a research
assistant

a=rding to =des that had been established for the

reduction of data.

To

establish =des, all of the possible

responses for ead1 question were listed
each response.

arrl a number was assigned t o

To check for interrater r eliability , data were =ded

indepen:lently by another rater with the percentage of agreement equal
to 98%.
'!he rorLP was developed for this study based upon the work of
Mason

(1986), Taylor (1986), Sulzby (1985), and Teal (1986).

The

rorLP was initially evaluated by four child-development arrl reading

specialists for

face validity.

'!heir suggestions arrl comments were

in=rporated into the revisions of the instrument.
pilot~

prior to use in tl1is

'!he rorLP was

study with a group of twenty 4-year-old
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children atterrling the utah

state University Child Development

laboratory and their parents.

After caTpleting the questionnaire,

parents were queried for suggestions, and revisions were undertaken
in a=rdance with suggestions.

To examine for test/retest

reliability, a group of 20 parents of 4-year-old children was given
the rorIP at the utah state University Child
'TWo weeks later, the same group of parents

Development laboratory.

was given the rorIP again.

A test/retest reliability of .91 or Jrore for each
achieved.

question was

To examine for interrater reliability, the rorIP was

independently coded by three researchers.

An interrater

reliability

of 100% was achieved.
The Harne Environmental Assessment (HEA) (Glover
1988a)

&

Lindauer,

oonsists of 10 questions in two sections: adult print

materials and child print materials (see Appendix C).

The first

section is composed of 3 questions assessing the presence of adult
literacy materials in the harne .
to

In this section, parents are asked

estimate the number of adult novels or information books

as daily

as well

newspapers and adult magazines that are present in the

harne.
The seoond section oonsists of 7 questions assessing the
presence

of child print materials as well as the visibility of the

child's name in written or
provide

printed form in the home.

Toys that

opportunities for the child to learn about print and the

availability of

writing materials are also assessed.

,
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'Ihe
Mason

REA was developed for this study based upon the work of

(1986), Taylor (1986), SUlzby (1985), arrl Teal (1986). It was

evaluated

prior to its use by four child-Q.eveloprnent arrl reading

specialists for

face validity, arrl c.hal'qes were made a=rding to

their reccmnendations .

'Ihe REA was piloted with a group of twelve

4-year-Q1d children arrl their parents in their homes.

'Ihe homes were

rated using the REA individually arrl simultaneously by two
researchers, to test for interrater reliability.
reliability of 100% was achieved.

After =rpleting the REA, parents

were queried for suggestions, arrl revisions were
a=rdanoe with suggestions.

An interrater

undertaken in

To examine for test/retest

10 homes were rated a second time, two months after the
using ttle REA.

reliabil ity
first rating

A t€>.st-retest relability of 80% was achieved.
Procedures

Following approval by the Utah state university Institutional
Review

Board, initial contacts with families were made.

information

letter

(see Appendix

involvement of the child and

An

D) explaining the study and the

parents was sent to the parents of all

children enrolled in each school.

In the letter, parents were

invited to contact the investigator i f they were interested in
becoming involved in the study.

Ten families

responded to the

information letter, contacting the investigator by

phone.

contacts were made with 90 families in order to further

Telephone

explain the

project and aIlSI"er any questio11-Q that might have inhibi.ted
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participation.

'Ihree of the 90 families elected not to participate .

From the 97 families who were interestOO in participating, the sample

was

selected based on the age, gerner, an:i birth order of the child.
Upon obtaining approval fram the families,

information,

further study

an informed consent form (see Apperrlix E), an:i the

Parental Orientation

Toward Literacy Profile (F01.'U')

Lindauer, 1988b) were rrailed to

each family.

thoroughly read the study rraterials,

Parents were asked to

sign the informed consent form,

an:i irrlividually complete the F01.'U' without

consulting one another.

'!hey were then contacted to set up an appointment
to rrake a home visit.

(Glover &

for a researcher

'!he completed consent form an:i

collected when the researcher rrade the horne visit.

F01.'U' were

'!he home

visit

was set up at the convenience of the parents at a time when the child
was awake an:i present in the home.

Both parents

were requested to

be present; hCMever, in 14 families, this was not possible.

After a brief introduction, literacy rraterials in the horne were

assessed by the researcher by completion of the Horne Environmental
Assessment (HEA) (Glover & Lindauer, 1988a).

DJring the

approxirrately 30-roinute horre visit, the researcher completed the HEA
starting with question 1 an:i proceeding in given order.
educational rraterials an:i or

toys were not visible to the

researcher, children an:i parents were asked
absence.

If

about their presence or

Also at the home visit, the child was

Print Awareness Test (PAT) (Huba & Kontos, 1985).

administered the
'!he

PAT was

PrE'SE'.nted to each child in a one-to-one quiet setti.'1g \dth the
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parents present.
(Huba &

'lhe PAT was presented in a starrlardized fornat

Kontos, 1985) to all of the children in this study.

is designed to

be given in the order in which it is written, with

the researcher starting
PAT.

'lhe PAT

with question 1 arrl proceeding through the

'lhe researchers follCMed this order exactly with each child in

this sanple.
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QlAPI'ER IV

RESUI.ll'S

Fran the data obtaine:l. in this investigation, questions and

responses from the three instruments were selected to examine
children's awareness of print.

Specific relationships were explored

betweem the physical environrrent and attitudes of the parents as
reflected in literacy behaviors, ordinal position of the child within
the family, and the development of the child's awareness of print.
Print Awareness Test
'Ihe Print Av.'OIP..ness TE'st (PAT) (Huba & Kontos, 1985) was
administered

to all of the children in this sample.

As explained

earlier, it is divided i.,to three sections: PAT -1) problems with
picture solutions, PAT -2) open--en:ied questions about situations in
which print is used, and PAT -3) choices between written sentences
and pictures (Huba & Kontos,

1985).

A total score is recorded for

each child as well as a score for each section of the PAT .
are 15 points possible, 5 points for each section.
this study ranged from 0 to 14 (X

=

scores ranged from 0 to 5 (PAT-I: X
2.089, SD

= 1.599;

PAT-3: X

= 3.107,

8.089, SD

=

=

2.893, SD

SD

Total scores in

3.609).

=

= 2.033).

'There

1.485;

Subsection
PAT-2: X =

'Ihe scores for

all of the children in the sarrple on each section of the PAT as well
a total score for each

child are reported in Table 2 (firstborn

males), Table 3 (firstborn females), Table 4 (laterborn males), and
Table 5 (laterborn females).
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Table 2

Print Awareness Total Test s=res (PAT-'l')
One (PAT-I)

'lWo (PAT-2)

and 'lhree (PAT--3) for Firstborn Males

PAT-l

PAT-T

%

S=re

and s=res for Section

PAT-3

PAT--2

%

S=re

%

S=re

Score

13

9

5

20

21

5

13

9

5

20

21

5

11

13

11

13

11

%

43

25

3

21

5

43

5

20

4

18

2

11

13

4

14

4

18

9

10

9

4

14

3

21

9

10

9

3

25

2

14

5

43

8

13

2

25

1

18

5

43

8

13

4

14

0

23

6

7

2

25

0

23

6

7

25

0

23

6

7

4

14

1

18

1

5

1

2

0

7

0

23

1

5

0

2

0

7

0

23

0

21

11
4

11
9
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Table 3

Print Awareness Total Test S=res (PAT-'I'l
(PAT-I)

and S=res for Section One

'lWo (PAT-2), and 'Ihree (PAT-3l for Firsti:x:>m Fenales

PAT-T

S=re

PAT-2

PAT-I

%

S=re

%

14

2

13

9

12

7

4

14

12

7

3

25

11

13

2

10

9

9

PAT- 3

S=re

%

S= re

%

20

5

5

4

11

25

5

5

5

43

21

5

43

4

18

5

43

25

4

18

5

43

5

20

3

21

13

3

25

1

18

5

43

9

13

0

7

4

18

5

43

8

13

1

9

4

18

5

11

9

8

13

2

25

1

18

5

43

8

13

5

20

3

21

0

5

5

7

3

25

1

18

1

5
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Table 4

Print Awareness Total Test 8=res (PAT-'I'). and S=res for Section One
(PAT-I). 'fWo (PAT-2)

and Three (PAT-3) for Laterborn Males

PAT-l

PAT-T
8=re

%

8=re

PAT-3

PAT-2

%

%

8=re

%

S=re

25

5

5

5

42

13

9

11

13

2

25

4

18

5

42

11

13

5

11

2

14

4

11

10

9

2

25

3

21

5

43

9

13

4

14

2

14

7

4

5

11

2

14

0

21

5

7

2

25

3

21

0

21

5

7

2

25

3

21

0

21

4

2

2

25

0

23

5

5

11

25

0

23

0

21

3

5

1

9

2

14

0

21

3

5

1

9

0

23

2

7

1

9

1

18

0

21

2

7

2

25

0

23

0

21

11
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Table 5

Print Awareness Total Test Scores (PAT-T)
One (PAT-1). Two (PAT-2)

and 'Three (PAT-3) for Laterborn Fenales

PAT-l

PAT-T

PAT-3

PAT-2

%

Score

13

9

5

20

12

7

3

25

12

7

11

13

10

9

9

13

9

13

9

13

9

13

8

13

Score

and Scores for Section

%

Score

%

Score

%

21

5

43

4

18

5

43

25

4

18

5

43

5

20

2

14

4

11

2

25

3

21

5

43

25

1

18

5

43

4

14

0

23

5

43

3

25

1

18

5

43

25

1

18

5

43

20

1

18

2

11

2

11

5

8

13

2

25

4

18

7

4

2

25

0

23

5

43

6

7

4

14

2

14

0

21

5

7

1

9

0

23

4

11

2

7

2

25

0

23

0

21

2

7

0

7

2

14

0

21
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Irrlepen:lent t tests were run on the PAT scores to detennine
whether age, gender, or birth order are related to the children's
scores. '!he results indicate a significant difference between males

am

females, with males

(54)= 2.03, p=.04).
males

am

scorin; significantly higher on the PAT-3 (t

'!here were no significant differences between

females for the other

for the total PAT (PAT-T) score.

was also found between older

am

two sub-scales, PAT-1

am

PAT-2, or

However, a significant difference
younger

children, with older

children scorin; higher on the PAT-2 (t (54)=-2.11, P

=.03).

Age

did not emerge as a significant variable in other ccrnparisons for
PAT-1 , PAT-3, or PAT-T.

No significant differences were found in

birth order for any of the subscores or for the total score.
Interestingly, mothers' level of education is significantly and
positively correlated with children's scores on the PAT-1 and PAT-2
(PAT-1: r=.2463, p=.34),;

(PAT-2: r=.2885, p= . 16) .

Jrothers with higher levels of

In this sample,

education had children who performed

better on the PAT-1 and PAT-2.
Parental Orientation Toward Literacy Profile
Parental responses to the Parental orientation Toward Literacy
Profile

(roI'LP)

(Glover & Lindauer, 1988b) irrlicate that all mothers

and 51 (91. 7%) fathers regularly read to their children.

Paired t

tests irrlicates that not only do Jrothers read Jrore to children than
fathers (t(55)=-2.23, p=.02) , they are Jrore likely to read fairy
tales, poems, a>n nursery rhymes (t(55)=2.18, p=.03) and to include
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am

magazines, newspapers, signs,

labels in their reading

(t(55)=4.15, p<.001).
A paired t test revealed that the nothers

am

fathers in this

sample read to their children at significantly different ti1nes of the
day.

Mothers are

nore likely to read to their children in the

noITling (t(55)= 2.63, p=.01)
p=.01). Mothers

am

am

in the afternoon (t(55)=3.42,

fathers are equally likely to read to their

children during evening hours.

since 50% of the

nothers in this

sample stay at home wit.':I their c.':Iildren during the day, it

is

un:l.erstan::lable that they are more likely to read to the children
during the day.
The average tine per day that a child sperrls watching 'IV varies
greatly within this sample, raTXJing from 0 to 300 minutes (X =
90.875, SD =

57.757).

The reported ti1nes that children spend

watching videos per week

also show trernerrlous variation, with a

range of 0 to 840 minutes (X =

163.339, SD = 163.520).

However, no

significant differences as a function of age, gender, or birth order
emerged for tine spent watching 'IV or videos.
Because of the wide variety of tine spent watching

videos, the

responses were divided into two groups: a) children who watch 1 hour

am

45

week or

minutes per week or less
more.

b) those who watch 2 hours per

This is a logical break because no families reported

their children watch between 105
The

am
am

120 minutes of videos per week .

PAT scores of these two groups were corrq:Jared using an

independent t test.
(t(54)= 2.22, p=.03)

Significant

am

PAT-T

diffeI?~s

were foun:l. on PAT-l

scores (t(54)=2.12, p=.04).

The

"
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children in this sanple who

spero less time

per week watching videos

are significantly IOClre likely to have higher scores on the PAT-l and
PAT-T.

No other significant differences were fourrl for this sanple

in tenns of the arrount of time children watch TV or videos .
'!he lOClthers in this study reported learning to read between 4
a.rxl 7 years of age, with 71.4% learning

to read at age 6.

Similarly, fathers reported learning to read between ages 3 and 7.
Seventy-three percent (73.2%) learned to read at age 6.

'The ages at

which IOClthers a.rxl fathers learned to read is significantly ==elated
with

the age at which they hope their children will learn to read

(lOClthers' =.2274, p=.01; fathers' =.3236, p=.0l).
Parents rated their personal reading pleasure as adults using a
Likert scale rangi.'1g from 1 to 5, with 1 representing little pleasure
a.rxl 5 a lot of pleasure.

2 to 5 (X

= 4.089,

SD

Mothers' reading pleasure scores range from

= 0.805).

Interestingly, 44.6% of the mothers

rated their reading plea5Ul:'e as 4.

Mothers' reading pleasure is

highly correlated both with the pleasure their children receive from
being read to (r=.2730, p=.02) a.rxl the pleasure the mothers hope the
children will receive once they learn to read (=3762, p=<.001).
Mean parental reading pleasure scores, estimates of children's

pleasure from being read to, a.rxl estimates of children's predicted
pleasure after learning to read are reported in Table 6.

All

parental reading pleasure scores, estimates of children's pleasure
from being read to, a.rxl estimates of children's predicted pleasure
after 1earnin:! to read are reported in AppP.ndix F.
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Table 6
Mean Parental Readiro Pleasure 5=res

Pleasure fran Beiro Read To

Estimates of Children's

ard Estimates of Children's Predicted

Pleasure After Learniro to Read*

variable

Firstborn

Laterborn

Firstborn

Laterborn

Males
(N=14)

Males
(N=14)

Females
(N=12)

Females

Mothers' Mean:

4. 6

3.9

4.1

4. 2

Fathers' Mean:

3. 6

3.8

3.7

4.1

(N=14)

Parental Read~
Pleasure

Estimate of
Children's Pleasure
fran Be~
Read To
Mothers' Mean:

4.4

4.3

4.5

4.4

Fathers' Mean:

4.3

4.2

4.6

4.2

Mothers' Mean:

4.3

4.1

4.5

4.3

Fathers' Mean:

4.1

4.3

4.5

4.4

Estimate of

Children's Pleasure
After~

To Read

*Eac:h variable rated on 5-Point Likert Scale
(1)

to Great Pleasure (5)

Rang~ From

No Pleasure
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For further analysis, the sarrple of Irothers was split into two

groups:
s=re 4

those who receive a lot of pleasure fram readirB (pleasure

am

5)

am

s=res 1, 2, 3).

those who have lower levels of pleasure (pleasure

Mothers who receive the greatest pleasure from

reading are significantly rrore likely to currently be reading a book
p=.01), to facilitate their children's regular use of

(t(54)=4. 77,

the library (t(54)=-2.72,

p=.01),

am to spero

re.adirB to their children (t(54)=3.41,

rrore time per day

p=.01).

Fathers' readirB pleasure soores range fram 1 to 5 ( X = 3 . 696 ,
SD = 1.025).
two

When fathers' readirB pleasure s=res were split into

groups, those who receive a lot of pleasure from reading (scores

4 arrl 5)

am

those who express lCMer levels of pleasure (1, 2, 3),

several significant differences were fourrl.

Fathers

who rec.eive the

greatest pleasure fram reading read rrore ll'agazines per week
(t(53)~2.31,

p=.03),

am

p=.04).

In

p=.01), use the library on a regular basis (t(53)=2 .15,

facilitate library use of their children (t(54)=-2.11,
addition, this group of fathers sperx:ls more time reading

to their children

(t(54)~2.11,

'IWenty of the fathers

am

p=.04).
31 of the rrothers in this sarrple

reported regular nonthly use of the library.
children than

It seems that nore

parents use the library, as parents reported that 35

children use the library on a regular basis. rooependent t tests
irxlicate that yOl.lIXJer (t(54)=2.43, p=.01), firstborn (t(54)=2.26,
p=.02),

am

ll'ale children

(t(54)~2.23,

p=.03) are more likely to use
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the library on a regular IlOnthly basis.
for

Reported IlOnthly library use

IlOthers, fathers, arrl children is shown in Apperrlix G.
T tests in:iicate that the two groups are significantly

different in sane ways when the children in this sanple are divided

into two groups (those who use the library on a regular IlOnthly basis
arrl those who do not) •

Children who use the library regularly have

IlOthers who report higher levels of reading pleasure (t(53)=-2.89,
p=.01).

Also, children who are regular users of the library scored

significantly higher on the PAT-I, (t(52)=2.67, p=.01)
(t(52)=4.31, p=.01), arrl PAT-T

PAT-2

(t(52)=3.13, p=.01).

No significant differences were fourrl between mothers who use
the

library on a regular basis arrl those who do not.

fathers

However, when

were divided into two groups (those who regularly use the

library arrl those who do not), several significant differences were
fourrl.

Fathers in this sanple who use the library regularly have

significantly higher reading

pleasure scores (t(53)=2.78, p=.OI).

Children in this sanple who have fathers who use the library
scored significantly higher on the PAT-I (t(53)=2.52, p=.01), and
PATWT (t(53)=2.9l, p=.01).
One section of the questionnaire queries parents regarding what

they are doing to prepare their children for reading.
the parents
what

are included in Table 6.

Responses of

Some differences appear in

mothers report they are doing, arrl what fathers report they are

doing to prepare their children to read.

Mothers in this sanple are

IlOre likely to t.each their childrf>.n to write (t(55)= 3.10, p=.01)
arrl use visual aids

(t(55)=2.42, p=.01) in preparation for reading.
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When the sarrple was split, indeperrlent t tests on boys and
girls indicated that fathers are m::lre likely to encourage boys to

make up and tell stories (t(54)=-2.12, p=.03) in preparation for
reading than girls.
of child gen::ler.

Fathers, however, do not differ as a function

When the sample is divided into firstborn and

latert>orn children, it appears that fathers (t(54)=2. 77, p=.01) are
m::lre likely to teach firstborn children to sound out letters and
spell as preparation for readin3' than laterborn.

No further

differences were fOl.ll'Xi in what parents are doirq to prepare boys and
girls to read.
Horne Envirornnental Assessment
auld print materials are readily available to the children in
all of the homes in this sarrple as reported on the Home
Envirornnental Assessment (HEA) (GIO"ver & Lin:lauer, 1988a).

In all of

the homes, children's books were visible, with 55 out of 56 homes
havirq children's books at the children's level.
the homes have children's
children's level.

Forty-six (82%) of

magazines present and available at the

In 39 (69%) of the homes the children's names are

visible to the children on a daily basis in written or printed fonn.
In addition, a wide range of children's books (rangirq fram 1 to 450)

were fOl.ll'Xi in the homes in this sarrple (X = 96.625, SO = 83.316).
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Table 7
Percentage of Mothers arrl Fathers IIrlicatw Each Response to the
Ogestion:

''What Are You currently

DoW

to Help Your (bild Become

Ready to Read?"

Mothers

Fathers

(n=56)
%
rank of

%

(n=56)
rank of

Listen to Cbild "Read"

68

1

57

1

Response
Reading tol

Teaching to Write

59

2

32

3

v isual Aids

29

4

13

4

Preschool

16

5

7

6

5

7

5

7

36

2

Aocess to Books

Teaching to Soun:l out
Letters/Spell

45

Setting Exarrplel
Praising

11

6

11

5

5

7

7

6

Encouraging to Make Up/
Tell stories

:
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No relationship was foun:l. between the child print materials as
defined on the IlEA and perfonnance on the PAT.
Educational toys are also present in the homes of each child in
this sample.

In 43 (76.8%) of the homes, magnetic letters are

present, and in 29 (51.8%), alP1abet puzzles are present.

In 54

(78.6%) of the homes, printed letters, numbers, and alphabet flash
cards were foun:l..

C1alkboards are available in 49 (87.5%) of the

homes, and records or tapes with follow-along books are present in 54
(96.4%) of the homes.
homes.

Computers are available in 36 (66.1%) of the

No relationships were foun:l. between educational toys in the

home and children I S performance on

the PAT.

Writing materials are readily available to almost all of the
children in this sample.

Olildren I s pencils and crayons are present

in all of the homes, with paper on which the children can write found
in all but one of the homes.

Fifty-four (96%) of the families have a

special place in their homes where writing materials are kept.

No

relationships were foun:l. between writing materials and performances
on the PAT.
Independent t tests comparing the home envirornnents of boys and
girls revealed that boys are IOClre likely than girls to have numbers
of various kinds, such as plastic numbers, present in their homes
(t(54)~1.99,

p=.05).

No other significant differences were found

with respect to gender or in comparing the home envirornnents of
older/younger or firstborn,llaterborn children for writing materials,
educational toys, or child print materials.
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Mult literacy materials in the heme are also assessed through
the HFA (Glover & Li.n::lauer, 1988a).
(71.4%)

Of the hcrnes in this sample , 40

subscribe to a daily newspaper,

am.

all subscribe t o

magazines that are read by adults. A wide ra!XJe (from 0 to 800) of
adult novels or
201.929, SD

information books are present in the homes (X =

= 184.617).

No significant relationship was found

between adult literacy materials

PAT.

am.

children I S perfomances on the
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QiAPI'ER

V

DISaJSSION

'Ihe purpose of this study was to examine the foundations of
print awareness in 4-year-old children.

'Ihe specific research

problem was exploring the role the home envirornnent plays in the
development of print awareness.

'Ihe relationships explored were

between print awareness and the follCMing home envirorunental
variables: physical envirornnent, the behaviors of the parents that
reflect their attitudes, and the ordinal position of a child within a
family. 'Ihis discussion will provide =nceptual interpretations of
the data using evidence from the

literature review presented in

Chapter II.
Print Awareness Test
'Ihe results of the PAT Wicate significant differences in
gender, with males s=ring signific.,antly higher on the PAT-3.

Huba

and Kontos (1985) did not find any significant gender differences in

their extensive piloting of the PAT.

In our sample, however, males

seem to have a better unjerstanding of the use of the print =ncepts
in PAT-3 (i. e., print and its relationship to written stories,
letters, and rressages) than ferrales.

'Ihis unexpected difference is

not evident in either of the other sections of the PAT (PAT-I, PAT-2 )
or in the total s=res.

Male children in our sample use the library

on a more regular basis than ferrales, which might explain their
higher ability to unjerstand print in many written forms.
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Age in months was founj to be a significant variable on the
PAT-2, as older children s=re higher.

The second. section of the

test awears to have been the most difficult for the children in this
sample.

As reported, the PAT-2 has a IC1n'er mean s=re than the PAT-l

or the PAT-3.

Age does not appear to be a significant variable in

the PAT-I, PAT-3, or the PAT-T.
older children with more

It is not surprising, hC1n'ever, that

experience have a better understanding of

the =ncepts explored in the PAT-2 (Le., the role print plays in
activities such as =king, ordering
the giver of a present).

fram a menu, and identifying

Huba and Kontos (1985) found age to be

significant in their piloting of the PAT with children from 3 to 5
years of age, whose s=res increased as their ages in=eased.

The

PAT is designed to indicate developmental diffe.rencp..s, and,
therefore, the test itself is likely

responsible for the age

differences founj in this sample .
Mother's level of education is significantly ==elated with
children's s=res on the PAT-l and PAT-2.

Mothers in this sample

with higher levels of education tend to have children with higher
levels of perfonnance on two of the three sections of the PAT.
investigation

This

did not include mothers' education in the variables

=nsidered in the

relationship between the development of print

awareness and horne environment.

It is certainly possible, however,

that the level of education attained by the mother influences not
only attitudes about literacy within the horne but also the ffi3.terials
to which children are exposed in and out of the home.
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It was initially predicted that the ordinal position of a child
within a family would have an :inpact upon the development of print
awareness.

Results fram this study did not support this hypothesis,

as birth order does not
perfonnances on the PAT.

a~

to have an effect upon children I s

Although Baskett (1984) found that ordinal

position within a family influences with wham one interacts and thus
possibly plays a differentiating role in development, it apparently
does not :inpact the print awareness of children in this sample.
'!here is an indirect relationship, hCMever, as firstborn children are
more likely to use the library on a regular basis, which is related
to higher s=res on PAT-I, PAT-2, and PAT-

T.

Olildren in this

sample represent a wide range of birth order positions within their
families.

All children who are not firstborn are recorded as

laterborn children.

Same of the laterborn children were from

families with only one other child, while others were from fa.'1lilies
with as many as nine other children. Perhaps the tvide range of
laterborn children makes it difficult to assess differences in
literacy development.
Parental orientation TCMard Literacy Profile
It was initially predicted that behaviors reflecting support of
literacy by the parents as measured by the POI'IP would shCM a
positive
measured

relationship with development of print awareness as

bY the PAT.

hypothesis.

'!he results only partially support this
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'Ibere are few significant differences between JOC)thers'
behaviors arrl children's s=res on the PAT.
the fact that

'Ibis is pertJaps due to

there were few differences reported by JOC)thers in this

saIll'lle with reqard to educating their children about literacy.

For

example, JOC)thers in this sample seem to sense the ilTIportance of
reading to their children arrl participating in educational activities
with them, which they all reported

doing on a daily basis.

Many

researchers believe that the daily interaction a child has with a
parent in being read to arrl exploring literacy activities is a
vitally ilnportant link in literacy development (Hiebert, 1985;
Taylor, 1986; Trelease, 1985; Mason, 1986).

Mothers in this sample

appear to consistently provide literacy opportunities for their
children.

MotheIS report reading more to their childre11 than fathers

arrl also include JOC)re variety in their reading, including poetry,

fairy tales, nursery myrres, !T'agazines, newspapers, signs, and
labels.
In this sample, 53% of the mothers are not employed outside of
the horne.

Perhaps this explains why they tend to be

JOC)re involved

in daily literacy activities with their children than fathers.
Mothers also read to their children more in the morning and
afternoon hours than do fathers.

However, no differences were

found

in mothers arrl fathers reading to their children during the evening
hours.
Fathers' behaviors tend not be as consistent across the sample
as are mothE'IS' .
that they

For example, five fathers in this sample reported

do not spend a'1y time during a 24-hour period reading to
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their drild.

It would be interestin3' to know if these fathers

regard readin3' to their children as uninportant or i f they perceive

it as an activity that only their wives have or nade time for.
Ordinal position does have an effect on the time that fathers spend
readin3' to their children, with fathers of firstborn children
reportin3' that they sperrl rrore time readin3' to their children.
Time spent readin3' to children per day does not seem to have a direct
effect on perfonnance on the PAT, perhaps because every child in this
sample is read to on a daily basis.
Use of the library on a regular rronthly basis by the fathers in

this sample did not appear to have an inpact on their children's
print awareness development.

OJildren of fathers who use the library

on a regUlar rronthly basis s=red significantly higher on the PAT-I ,
PAT-3, and PAT-T.

Trelease (1985) believes that observed and/or

shared literacy experiences are very iITportant in cornnn.micating

reading pleasure to young

children.

Perhaps the regular use of the

library by the father as observed by or shared with their children

enhances the development of print awareness in these children.
The children's use of the library also has an effect upon the
children's perfonnances on the PAT. Olildren who regularly use the
library s=red significantly higher on the PAT-I, PAT-2, and PAT-T.
It is iITportant to note that children's regular use of the library
not only positively influences their s=res on the first section of
the PAT (PAT-I) but also on the rrost difficult se=nd section of the
PAT

(PAT-2) as well as on tl1eir total score (PAT-T) .

It is evident
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that inportant learnirxJ is t:aki.n;J place when children visit the
library on a regular basis.

'!be literacy interactions that take

place between a parent arrl child in a library settirxJ seem to be of
the quality that Moon

am

wells (1979) refer to as irrq:x:>rtant

informational prerequisites to

literacy.

Children in this sample who use the library regularly tend to
have fathers who read to them arrl mothers who have high levels of
readirxJ pleasure.

Apparently, families that use the library on a

regular basis express higher interest in literacy.

Regular use of

the library seems to be woven into the daily lives of these families,
arrl, as Taylor (1986) indicated, this activity

role in

plays a significant

young children I S orientation to literacy.

children in this sample reportedly use the library
monthly basis more than laterborn children.

Firstborn
on a regular

Moreover, regular

library use is related to higher s=res on the PAT-l, PAT-2, and
PAT-T.
Some differences were fourx:l in what mothers and fathers

reported they

are doirxJ to prepare their children to read.

Mothers

are more likely than fathers to report that they are teachirxJ their
children to

write their names arrl mnnbers and to trace letters in

preparation for readirxJ.

Mothers are also more likely to report

usirxJ visual aids such as games, flash cards, and computers to
prepare their children to read.

Once

again, it is the mothers in

this sample who are more involved in literacy activities and more
inclined to diversify those activities than are fathers.
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'lhe ages at which the !l¥)thers an:l. fathers in this sample
learned to read does not seem to have an effect upon their children's
perfonnances on the PAT.

It is, however, correlated to the ages at

which parents expect that their children will learn to read.
surprising to learn that, even though the

I t was

public has become more

aware of literacy an:l. children are learning much through educationa l
toys, canputers, an:l. renewed enphasis on reading, parents think that
their children will learn to read at the same ages at which

they

learned to read.
Reading pleasure scores (as measured on Likert scales from 1 to
5) for parents and children are highly correlated.

Although mothers'

and fathers' reading pleasure scores do not seem to have a

significant effect upon the children's PAT scores, they are highly
correlated both with

the pleasure the parents believe children

receive from bein:J read to and the pleasure the mothers hope they
will receive once they have learned to read.

It appear'S that the

pleasure that parents receive from reading is transferred to the
children.

allldren in this sample who repcrtedly enjoy bein:J read to

are members of falnilies in which the parents enjoy readin:J.

The

amount of pleasure received from readin:J by parents is important, as
Trelease (1985) indicates, in communicatin:J to
read and the importance of reading.

children a desire to

This pleasure in readin:J is not

only transferred directly to a children in terms of the

pleasure

received from bein:J read to but will have a long-range effect upcn
the pleasure the par€'J1ts perceive that childrell will receive from
learnin:J to read.

since young children imitate much of what they
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observe in others (Trelease, 1985), it is logical that when they
observe reaci.in; as a pleasurable experience, they too will learn to
enjoy bein; read to am eventually readin; themselves.
Mothers in this sample who receive the greatest pleasure from
readin; are IlOre likely to be reaci.in; books, helpin; their children
library, am sperrling IlOre tiJre per day readin; to their

use the
children.

Mothers' reaci.in; pleasure is significant, as it is

directly related to library use,
on the PAT-l, PAT-2, am PAT-T.

which is related to higher scores
Fathers who receive the greatest

pleasure fram reaci.in; are IlOre likely to read IlOre magazines per
week, facilitate library use by the children, am s-pend IlOre time
readin; to their children .

Fathers' readin; pleasure is also

indirectly related, through regular use of the library, to the
children's performance on the PAT-l, PAT-2, am PAT-T.

Teal (1986)

described literacy learnin; as a social process durin; the preschool
years.

It is easy to see tl"lat as relationships between reading

pleasure affect library use am tiJre spent readin; to children,

parents' readin; pleasure may be an

i..np:lrtant key to later reading

success.
A significant effect of birth order was found in readin;
pleasure s=res, with IlOthers of firstborn children IlOre likely to
report greater pleasure fram readin; am to perceive their children
as receivin; a greater amount of pleasure fram readin; once they have
learned to read.

'This increased pleasure is i..np:lrtant as it is

related to library use by the childrE'.n, which is related to higher
PAT-l, PAT-2, am PAT-T s=res.

Apparently, in this sample mothers
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of firstborn children in this sample are more involved in reading and
participating in literacy activities with their children than mothers
In this aspect of literacy development,

of latertx:>rn children.

ordinal position does playa differentiating role, as Baskett (1984)

inferred that it may.
Fathers

am mothers in this sample reported the amount of time

per day that their children sperrl watching 'IV and videos.

The amount

of time that their children sperrl watching 'IV does not seem to be
related to perfonnance on the PAT.

The amount of time that children

spend watching videos, however, is ne:Jatively related to performance

on the PAT.

Cllildren in this sample who sperrl less reported time

watching videos per week earned significantly
PAT-1

am the PAT-T.

higher scores on the

Some videos are educational and can enhance a

child's literacy developrnent, but in view of the results at hand it
is inportant to remember that young children's introduction to
literacy is the product of adult-child

am sibling-child interactions

(Teal, 1986) , which may well be limited i f children sperrl a lot of

time \,"atching videos.
Home Envirornrental Assessment
It was originally hypothesized that there would be a
significant difference, as assessed by the Print Awareness Test (Huba
& Kontos, 1985), in children's development of print awareness as a

function of home

envirornrents that are "rich" in literacy materials

versus home enviro11I1Y'..nts

~lhere

literaC'j materials are not as readily
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available.

Literacy materials, as assessed by the Home Erwironmental

Assessment

(Glover & Lirrlauer, 1988a),

children in all of the hCllreS in this

are readily available to the

sarrple.

were fourrl in the presence of child print

toys,

am

writing materials.

Very few differences

materials, educational

nus made it difficult to make the

catparisons that were originally planned.

No relationship was found

in this sarrple between literacy materials in the home environment and
children's performances on the PAT. Gocx:hnan (1980) found that the
young children in her research began to read by reading
embedded in envirornnental settings.

print

'!his irrlicates the :il!1portance of

a "rich" envirornnent, as young children who are surrounded by
literacy materials have rrore exposure to print.
research (1980)

I

'Ihrough Gocx:hnan' s

one could infer that if the literacy materials are

widely varied, they could affect children's performances on the PAT.
There are familial differences in home literacy materials as
measured by the number of children's books present.

A wide range of

children's books (fram 1 to 450) are present in the homes in this
sarrple.

The number of children's books present, however, does not

seem to influence the children's PAT scores. This firrling is
surprising in view of the research of SUlzby (1985) irrlicating that
the development of print awareness is enhanced through interaction
with
books

favorite storybooks.

It would seem that children with few

would have little opportunity to develop "favorite" stories.
One possible explanation is that perhaps the children in this

sample who have only a f"'-'l books are those who attend the library c n
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a

regular ITOnthly basis,

obtai.nin:J use of nany

books.

It is

ilrportant to note that lTOSt children in this sample have enough books
an::ljor exposure to enough children's books to have had the

opportunity to become attached to "favorite" stories, as only 9
children had 10 or fewer books,

am

21% had 50 books.

A wide range (fram zero to 800) of adult books was also found in
the homes in this sample.

It is amazing that four families repJrted

that they do not have any adult books in their horne.

'The number o f

adult books does not have an influence upon the children's PAT
scores.

In view of current research, it is unusual that the absenc e

of adult and children's books in tile horne would not have an effect
upon the children's developing print awareness .

Mason (1986) in

particular found that reading materials contribute directly to the
literacy foundation of young children.

'!he snall number of children

fitting this category, h=ever, precluded the analysis of this
variable if iOOeed t.he absence of

books is not related to PAT

scores.
One p::lSsible explanation is that homes that do not have many

adult books are not the same homes in which there are only a feV!
children's books.

As expressed previously, it could be that children

with few books at horne use the library on a regular ITOnthly basis.
Having access to books at places of enployrnent or through friends and
relatives are other possible explanations why the lack of books in
the horne may not affect children I s PAT scores.
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'!his study describes a semple in which most of the families are
characterized in the two upper levels of s=ial strata.

These

families have created home environments in which educational toys,
writinJ materials, child print materials, ard adult print materials
are most often

present.

Mothers' level of education is inportant in this sample, as it
is directly related to the children's print awareness development.
It is likely that IOClthers with high levels of education are more
interested in literacy ard the literacy development of their
child..ren.
Mothers in this sample are particularly involved in their
childrens' development of literacy, as they read to their children
ard are involved in literacy-related activities with their children

on a daily basis.

since all of the IOClthers are involved in literacy

activities with their children,

the fathers' literacy involvement

is inportant in examinin;J the childrens' developrnent of print
awareness.

In particular, fathers' use of the library was found to

be an important measure of their literacy interests, which has a
positive influence upon the children's development of print
awareness.

ReadinJ

pleasure scores for parents, assessed scores for the

pleasure the children receive from beinJ read to, ard predicted
pleasure scores for children upon learnin:J to read are of major
inportance in this research.

It seems that enjoyment and
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participation in literacy-related activities is utmost iltportance for
parents, as their children ten:l to enjoy reading if they do and want
to participate in the literacy activities that they obsel:ve are
iltportant to their parents.
Limitations and Inplications for FUture Research
One of the limitations of the study is the nature of the

sanple.

The sanple is remarkably hOlOCX)"eneous in tenns of SFS,

marital status, carnmunity residence, and the preschool attended by
the children.

Because of this, little variation was detected in the

horre environment factors, which were hypothesized to be associated
with the developrent of print awareness.

Moreover, daily reading and

envirorurental influences generated by mothers does not vary widely.
Although sarre children fram other nursery schools in cache Valley
were used, most were identified fram the files of the Utah state
university Olild Development laboratory. FUture research in this area
should include a diverse group of children fram nany preschools and
other locations within a broader region.

Perhaps serious

oonsideration should also be given to more sophisticated measurement
of variables that theory suggests have an influence on print
awareness in young children.
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~ A.

Print Awareness Test
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pun
~ AHE

AW~ll!JlESS

TEST

__________________________________ S EX'

C E N IE R_

BIRTH

______________________________ L 0 C AT I 0 N______________________

OATE _________________ AGE

S IJ'BJECT' S
RESPONSE
( + or - )

S

G

0

(!)

(0 )

(0 )

I N HO. _ __ . _ _ _ _ T E ST

OATE _ _ _ __

Ci rc l e child ' s respon:;e

PC 1_ __

S-S y mb olic and mo st eff e c t iv e c ho ice
( e .g. , l o ok at l abe l ),

PC2 _ __
PCJ _

_

_

C-C o n c r et e, p l au si b l e , b ut I e ••
efficient ch oi c e ( e . g ., o pen i t u p
a nd ta st e it) .

PC4 _ __
PC5 _ __

O- Unre l ated d iatract o r
a c ake ).

A

(e. g.,

bake

ro~ TnE
r OLl.0VTJlC PIVE ITEM S, SEVERAL CORnCT USPOJISES AU POSSIBLI •
A CO .... EGT ARSWU. CO.TAInS A PURT a!L~TED TIL'! VUICK MlIBT IE MI.TIO.ED
TO REC E IVE 0 •• POIBT (I.C . , IN VSl "KAJtk.S O. KKASURIWC CD?" RECKIVES 1

POlIT, WHEREAS "MEASUIIRG CUP" ALOWI RICIIV!S NO POIRT.)
Circ l e co rr ect resp OT's e o r WTi te out ...,ha t ch il d s a ys .

VSI _ _____________________________ re cip e / o n bo x / ma rk s o n meaauring cup
VS2 _ _____________________________________ Make a

l i st / write

i tem.

down

__________________________________ A letter / note / card
VS4,____________________________________ Menu ! card / picture. l .ign on vall
VS5, ____________________________________________ Name was o n

(0)

(I)

PWI

PIC

WORD

PW 2

PIC

WORD

PWJ

PIC

WORD

the

(0)

(I)

PV4

PIC

WORD

PV5

PIC

WORD

TOT~L

GOPYRIGHT 1986
IL HUH AND S.

KONTOS

p ic ture

POnTS' ____
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The firat aection of the teat cooairt5 of o oe s ;J.p le ~ue stioo aod fi ve
Picture-Choice
questiool
( PCI
tbrough
pe5).
For
each, .! read.
CM e
ia.tr odoctor,. queatioo.
Slbe then poiots to each picture 00 tbe a •• ociated
paper wbile readiul tbe deacription of tbe picture provided ia the . ultiple
choice alternatiy.a.
(I; ahould NOT read aloud the l etter deaign a tiog th e
.It.rnati ••• : a), b), atid e».
II: begies tbis seetioD b,. ahoving the c hild
tbe ca rd .arked, ".a.pIe" .
S/he s.ya to th e c hild, "I want to ask. ,.ou •
qq •• tioa:
If
and d.d vant to k.nov "'hat mov ies are 00 at the theatre
vhat i . tbe beat tbiDI tbey c an do to find out?
Should the.,.

.0.
.)
b)
c)

look io t h e newspaper
go to tbe tbeatre and ask. the
look io tbe cupboard."

person sell ing

a.,ardle ••

of tb. child's anaver , E aaya "Good jo b.
Now
queationa." !. proceed. w'"Ttb ite .a PCl to PCS.

PCi .

Tall', mom wanta
find

which
a)
b)
c)

pe2 .

One morn i ng Dad lo o ked in
cereal.
H e wan ted to eat
beat way to know ",h ich one

If Ji m ' . mother fo rget s th e
'tor v, wh at is t h e best thing
b u y ao me fruit .
l ook in the book.
go next door and ask

Mom h SI
juice i ,'
.1)
b )

c)

to

a.k yo u

Ho w can

gh e

get out
look at
turn

c a n .:>f
1t, wha t

.J

e nd of
for !'le r

th e Li tt le Red 9.icing
to do?
Should she

H ~ oj

the neighb0r.

co know if he i !l on Baker
find out?
Shoul d r.e

o f the csr and find someone
th e str eet sign.
th e wi ndsh i eld wipers.

to

juice.
If she wants to know
th e be !!t .... ay fo r her to find

;.~

o pen it up and tsste
t- ake .. c cik e.
loo k at the l abel on

ne .... bo xe~ of
Whac i !! the

ea C ~cme.

Jane ' . dad is driving his c ar.
He wants
Street.
What is the be st .... ay for him ro
a)
b)
c)

pes .

store.

the cupboard and sa w two
che ant: called Crunchies.
it! Cr'Jnchies ~
Sho'..lld he

l ook on the boxell.
mow the i awn.
o pen bo t h boxes and

.)
b)
c)

PC4 .

vaot

buy a hamburger and eat it.
lo ok at th e sign ou tsi d e each st ore.
go in ev er y store and 2!k someone.

a)
b)
c)

PCJ .

to s hop at Mil ler's Departmen t
sto re is Mil l er' s?
Should she

I

tic kets

it.
th e

ssk.

if it h as app l e
ou t?
:j hou ld !h e
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Vbea ad.ioiateri1l1 the Verb. I SituatiOD queatiooa ( VSI througb VSS ) I ! r ead.
tbe queatioD anel recorda tbe aubject'a reapouae.
I.el'eating the queatioD tad
probia, for additional reap onaea ia so.etiaea neces.ary.

VII.

Hom is baking a cake.
She needs to kno .... ho,", much .... ater to
the bowl ,
How does she find out ho .... much vater she needs?

VS2 .

Bil l's Hom is goiClg shopping
buy 4 lot of things.
What
everything ?

at

the
she

grocery store.
do to help her

She

put

needs
to

c.)
':Iu v

VBl .

Hr • • Jan e. took a present to Mary.
No one vas home at Me,:, '." !!
houee, 80 ahe left th e p res ent ": n th e front porch.
Wh en Mar;.' CJ:::Ie
home, ahe opened up her preaent and said, "Oh, .... hat a nice gift
Hr • • Jonea gave me."
How did Mer y kn ow that the gift "".8 (:"011:1
HI's . Jonea?

V14 .

Laura and her grand mot h er \,lent to a restaurant for lunch.
Cr a n J auI
told Laura .... hat fooda the re a taur ant had.
Ro w did Grandm a kno ""
whar food s were there?

VSS .

All

the children at !!Chool painted pictures and put them on t~ e
Then they \,lent outside .
When S arah's mom ca me in, , he
l ooked
for
Sarah's
picture
and
said,
"I
really
t ike
this
painting,"
Ho .... did she kno w IoIhich one 'Jas Sarah' 9?

",.11.

Vb.a ad.iniaterinl tbe Picture-Word questioD. ( PVI through PVS), E pla ces
two indeK carrla which correspond to the questioD io front of the chi ld •
• akinl aure to place tbea 00 ! ' s rilbt (I) or left (L) accordiog to tbe cod e
on tbe back of the c.~d ••

~

'Vi.

Which

one

chelle

is a

sbout a teddy be ar ?

PV2 .

My friend
car goea,

tives
.... hi ch

f ar

PVl.

L.at night I heard a joke on TV and I wanted to put it on pspe:juat ~ the way r heard ic eo I could tell it to you tod ay.
Which one of theee did I mak e?

P V4 .

My grandfather lives i n a n o t her town.
tf I \Janted co t e : l
what ~y dog did today, \Jhich one of theee \Jou ld I ,end him?

PV5.

Lalt
night
my
l ittle
girl
acrumpdil yitiou a!"
r 'J.nt~d to
Which one of thea~ di.d t make ?

a wa y.
If I wanted to tell
these woutd t 'end hi m?

said
to
pu c down

him how

me,
"This
exactly I.1hll.t

faac

III;.'

new

~i m

l'

c a ke
lIhe lIa id.
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AppeOOix B. Parent Orientation TcMards Literacy Profile
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PARENTAL ORIEtITATION TOWARDS LITERAC,{ PRDFIL"
Please complete the following questionnaire and give it to a researcher
who will come to your home to vi sit. If you have an y quest ions please
contact Barbara Glov er , 7:0~1525, or Shelley Lindauer , 750·1532. Thank you
for your; nterest.

1.

Mother

Fa ther

2.

At what age did you learn to read'

3.

Who taught you to read?

4.

How many daily newspapers do you subscribe to?

5.

00 you read a newspaper on a daily basis?

6.

How many magazines do you subscribe to?

Yes

No

7.

How man y magazines do you read weekly?

8.

Are you currently reading a novel or non-fiction book for pleasure?
Yes
No

9.

Estimate t he number of adult books present i n your home . _ _

10.

On a scale from 1 to 5 rate the pleasure you receive from read i ng .

lit tle pleasure
a lot of pleasu re
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5
11.

Do you use a lib rary on a monthly basis?

12.

How many book s have you read in th e past s i x months?

13.

Do you read to your · child ?

14.

What do you read to your child? _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IS .

What would you est imate is t he average time per day spent read ing to
your chi ld?

16.

On a scale from 1 to 5 rate th e pleasure that your child receives fr m
being read to.

Ves

Yes

No

No

little pleasure
a l ot of pl easure
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5
17.

At what t ime (s) of the day do you regul ar ly read to your child?

65

18.

Estimate the number of ch il dren ' s books present in your home.

19.

Do other family members or adults read to your child? Yes _ _ No _ _

20.

Does your child use books from a 1 ibrary on a !f1onthiy basis?

21.

What is your ch i ld ' s favorite book? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

22 .

Estimate the average time per day your child spends watching TV.

23.

What is your child's favorite TV show? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

24.

Estimate the average time per week your child spends watching videos.

25.

What is your child's favorite video? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26.

At what age do you think that your child will learn to read? _ _ __
Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

27.

Who do you think wi 11 teach your child to read?

28.

On a scale from 1 to 5 estimate the pleasure that you bel ieve your
child will receive from reading once he/she has lea rne d to read.

If yes, who' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Yes

No

little pleasure
a lot of pleasure
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5
29.

Do you have a special place in your home for pencils, crayons and paper
that your child can use? Yes
No
If yes, where _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

30.

What are you currently doing to help your child become ready to read ?
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Appendix C. Home Envirornnental Assessment
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HOME ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT
Please complete this scale for each family that you have been assigned

to visit.

Please respond to questions with thought and honesty as you

assess the home environment.

Family being assessed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Adult Print Material s
J.

Daily newspaper present. Yes

No _ _

2.

Current adult magazines present .

Yes

3.

Estimate the number of adult novels or information books present.

NO _ _

Child Print Materials
4.

Children's books visible.

5.

Children's books are at the child's level?

Yes _ _

No _ _

6.

Children's magaZines visible. Yes

7.

Children's magazines are at child's level?

8.

Child's name visible to the child on a daily basis in written or
print.ed form. Yes _ _ No _ _

9.

Are educational toys present that inciude ways in which a child
respo nds to pri nt?
magnetic letters
Yes
No
Yes
No-alphabet puzzles
Yes
No-ch a 1kboards
Yes
No-numbers
computer
Yes
No_ _
records/ tapes with
foil ow-a long-books
Yes
No
Yes
No-alphabet flash cards
Yes
No-pri nted 1etters
other
Yes _ _ No==

10.

Are writing materials available to the child?
pencil s
Yes
No
paper
Yes-- No-crayons
Yes-- No-other
Yes== No=

Yes _ _

No

No _ _
Yes

No _ _
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Appendix D. Parent Infonnation letter
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(i)
\'988

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY CENTENNIAL
DEPARTMENT O F FAM IL Y AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
ColI~S~ of F~md¥ lll@
LOll'", Utah 84322·1905

March 24 , 1989

Dear Parents.
Thank you for your will i ngness to participate in this research study
investigating the development of print awareness in young children. We

appreciate your interest in our research project.
With this letter you wi11 f i nd an Informed Co nsent Form, and Demograph ic
Informalion Form, and two Parental Orientation Towards Literacy Profile
questionnaires. Both mother and father need to fill out a questionna i re
~ndependent of each other.
Together p l ease complete the Demographic

Information Form and sign the Consent Form.

A researcher will be calling

your home in the near future to set up a time to visit you in your home .
This researcher will collect all of these forms when the home visit is made.
During this visit, the researcher will administer a Print Awareness Test to
your child. This IS -i tem test has been developed to measure a child's
understanding of the purposes of print. The researcher will also be
interested in talking wlth you about literacy activities, book.s and t.oys
within your home .
Consistent with the Child Development Laborato r y Research Policies , this
study will be completely confidential. Measures will be identified by
children ' s individual identification number s, with only the researchers
having access to the data and the files cont a i n ing mat chi ng identification
numbers with names. Findings will be reported on group levels only. If at
any time you or your child express a desire to drop out of th e study you may

do so without penalty.

Upon completion of th e study, parents indicating an

interest will receive a copy of the results, and further i nformation about

the development of I iteracy in young children .

If you have any Questions

concerning this study please contact either of us at the numbers below .
Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

)Lc-lu, ./ ~
Shell ey L.(KI.udsen Lindauer, Ph D.
Di rector , ()fill d Deve 1opment Laboratory

750-1532

" launching the Second Century"

Barbara B. Glover
Graduate Student
750-1525
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION FORM
Age

Occupa t i on

Education Completed

Father
Mother
Please list ages and sex of all children in the family:
Age

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Sex
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Appendix E. Infonned Consent Fonn
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t~1';jlll\1b
i)
________________~U~T~
A~
H~S~T_A~T~E~
UNIVERSI~T~
Y~C~E~
N~T~E~N~N~I=A~L_________________
D EPARTMEN T O f FAM i lY AND HUMAN D£ VHQPMENT

ColltJ!tnl r"molvl,tt

to,.n. Ufilh 8HJ2. 290S

INFORMED CO NSENT FORM
I hereby give permis sio n fo r my child,
to participate in the study on Print Awareness in young children.

understand that my child will part ici pate in a print awareness test , that
will be asked to complete a questionnaire, and that a home visit will be

made.

I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any time without

I am aware that the identity of myself and my child as well as
information collected from us will remain confidential.

penalty.

Parent 's Signature:

Parent's Sign a ture:

Date: ____________________

I am interested in receiving a copy of the results of thi s study .

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________

"Launching the Second Cen tur y"
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Apperrlix F. Parental Reading Pleasure ScDres, Estilnates of Child ' s
Pleasure From Being Read To, an::! Estilnates of Child's Predi cted
Pleasure After Learrling to Read for Firstborn Males , Firstborn
Females, Iaterborn Males, an::! Iaterborn Females
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Parental Readioo Pleasure 8=res
from Beioo Read To

Estilnates of auld's Pleasure

arrl Estilnates of auld's Predicted Pleasure

After Lean1in:l' to Read (for First-Born Males) *

Parental Readin:J Pleasure

Estilnate of Olild's Readin:J Pleasure:
Fran Beirq Read To

Mother
(N=14)

Father
(N=14)

After Learning to Read

Mother
(N=14)

Father
(N=14)

Mother
(N=14)

Father
(N=14)

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

5

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

4

4

5

5

2

5

4

5

4

5

2

4

4

3

2

4

5

5

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

4

5

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

*Each variable rated on a 5-Point Likert Scale Rangirq Fran No
Pleasure (1)
to Great Pleasure (5).
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Parental Reading Pleasure Scores
from Beim Read To.

am

Estimates of auld's Pleasure

Estimates of Child's Predicted Pleasure

After Learnim to Read (First-Born Females) *

Parental Readirg Pleasure

Estimate of Child's Readirg Pleasure:

From Beirg Read To

After Learn:irg to Read

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

(N=12)

(N=12)

(N=12)

(N=12)

(N=12)

(N=12)

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

5
5

3

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

3

5

5

5

5

3

2

4

4

4

4

*Each variabl e rated on a 5-Point Likert Scale Rangirg From No
Pleasure (1) to Great Pleasure (5).
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Parental Reading Pleasure S=res
from BeiIp Read To

am.

Estimates of Olild I s Pleasure

Edtimates of auld I s Predicted Pleasure

After LearniIp to Read (later-Born Males) *

Estimate of auld I s Reading Pleasure:

Parental Reading Pleasure

Frein Being Read To

Mother
(N=14)

Father
(N=14)

Mother
(N=14)

Father
(N=14)

After LeaIning to Read
Father
Mother
(N=14)
(N=14)

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

3

5

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

4

3

4

4

5
4

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

4

3

2

4

4
4

3

4

*Eachvariableratedon 5-Point Scale Ranging From NoPleasure(l)to Great
Pleasure (5).
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Parental Read;ing Pleasure 8=res
from Be;ing Read To

Estilnates of Child I s Pleasure

and Estilnates of Child's Predicted Pleasure

After Learn;ing to Read (litter-Born Fenalesl *

Parental Reading Pleasure

Estimate of Child I s Reading Pleasure:
From Being Read To

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

(N=16)

(N=16)

(N=16)

(N=16)

5

5

5

4

5

2

After Learning to Read
Mother
Father
(N=16)

(N=16)

1

4

5

5

5

5
5

4

5

4

5

4

4

5

4

5

4

4

5

3

4

5

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

5

4
4

4

4

4

4
4

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

5

4

4
1

4

5
2

4

5

4

3

*Each variable rated on 5- Point Likert Scal e Ranging From No Pleasure
(1) to Great Pleasure (5 ).
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Apperrlix G. Reported Monthly Library Use for Firstborn Males,
Firstborn Ferrales, Laterborn Males, and Laterborn Ferrales
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RePOrted Monthly Library Use for Firstborn Males arrl Females*

Mother
(l'F26)

Child I s Use As Reported by:
Mother
Father
Father
(l'F26)
(l'F26)
(l'F26)

N

Sex

3

M

1

1

1

1

2

F

1

1

1

1

1

M

1

1

a

1

1

M

1

a

1

1

5

F

1

a

1

1

1

F

1

a

a

1

1

F

1

a

a

a

M

a

1

a

a

1

M

a

a

1

a

5

M

a

a

a

a

2

F

a

a

a

a

* 1 indicates regular monthly use of the library
a indicates no regular library use
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Reoorted Monthly LibJ;NY Use For laterbom Males ani Females*

N

SeX

1

M

4

F

1

M

1

F

5

M

2

Mother

auld I s Use As Reported By:
Father
Mother
Father

(N=30)

(N=30)

I

(N=30)

(N=30)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

a

1

0

1

1

F

1

0

1

1

1

M

1

0

1

0

1

M

1

0

0

a

2

F

0

1

1

1

1

M

a

1

a

1

M

0

1

a

a

1

M

a

a

1

a

1

F

0

0

1

0

1

F

0

0

0

1

1

M

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

0

0

1

* 1 indicates regular =nthly use of the library
0 indicates no regular library use

